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(adapted from Penttila, 2005)

Surf Smelt (Hypomesus pretiosus)

Pacific Sand Lance (Ammodytes hexapterus personatus)

Pacific Herring (Clupea pallasii)

Nearshore Spawners:



Surf Smelt Spawning beach 
attributes

 Surf smelt (and night smelt?):

 Spawn from +7 ft tidal elev. to extreme high water

 Prefer sand/gravel mix, most sediment in 1-7 mm 
diameter size range

 Riparian shade is critical, especially in summer

 Helps regulate temperature and relative humidity 

 Beyond basic requirements spawning is limited by 
access to beach; fairly widespread



Surf Smelt spawning beach

 South Dugualla Bay, North Whidbey Island

Photo: D. Penttila



Surf smelt



Surf Smelt

 Spawn Year round

 North Sound, peak spawning 
in summer

 South Sound, peak spawning in 
winter

 Preliminary genetics indicates 
single Puget Sound population 
(additional testing underway)

 Little known about life history, 
ecology, or abundance.

Observed Surf 

Smelt Spawning 

1972-2013

(266 miles)



Sand Lance Spawning beach 
attributes

 Sand lance:

 Spawn from +5 ft up to MHHW (and subtidally?)

 Prefer sand, most sediment in 0.2-0.4 mm diameter 
size range

 Riparian shade not critical

 Spawn in winter

 Tend to spawn lower on beach = more water coverage



Sand Lance spawning beach

 Miller Bay Spit, Kitsap Co.

Photo: D. Penttila



Sand Lance Eggs

Photo: D. Penttila



Sand Lance

 Spawn during winter 

 Sand Lance bury 
themselves in sand at night 
and during winter

 Little else known about life 
history or ecology

 No population estimates or 
stock delineation work to 
date

Observed Sand 

Lance Spawning 

1983-2013

(118 miles)





Surf Smelt & Sand Lance spawn on the beach, 
so that’s where we look for their eggs.



COLLECTION PERMITS?

SITE SELECTION?

BEACH ACCESS 
PERMISSION?

SAMPLE TIMING?

Beach survey planning



Beach survey planning

 When to sample?

 When the tide is at or below +7’ (MLLW) Seattle equivalent for 
Surf Smelt, or +5’ for Sand Lance.

Tidal Range (i.e. Greatest Diurnal Range) = MHHW - MLLW

Local Tidal Range

Seattle Tidal Range
X 7’ = Lower elevation boundary 

14.5’

11.36’
X 7’ = 8.9’ near Olympia



Beach survey planning

 When to sample?

 When the tide is at or below +7’ (MLLW) Seattle equivalent for 
Surf Smelt, or +5’ for Sand Lance.

Tidal Range (i.e. Greatest Diurnal Range) = MHHW - MLLW

Local Tidal Range

Seattle Tidal Range
X 7’ = Lower elevation boundary 

9.79’

11.36’
X 7’ = 6.03’ near Point Roberts



Typical Forage Fish Sample



Collecting a bulk substrate sample

Photos: D. Noviello

• Along the sediment band, take several scoops at 4 areas about 10m 

(33 feet) apart

– Scoop the top 1-2 inches of sediment, place in bag

– Each sample should fill the bag to about ½ to 2/3 full

• Other bands may be sampled as a new sample with a new bag

– Higher for smelt, lower for sand lance.  



Recording 
Data

• Use the codes 
provided on the 
back

• Mark every field 

• The “Camera ID” is 
for your reference 
to know which 
device your photos 
are on

• Indicate the 
organization you 
represent and who 
assisted you



Field observation 
sampling codes:

• Use only the codes provided

• Be aware of the units of 
measurement

• Don’t forget to sign the 
bottom



Sample

Time: 10:36

Tide:+2.3 feet

Last High Tide

Time: 02:18

Tide:+9.5 feet

2nd Effective High Tide

Time: 15:18

Tide:+12.0 feet

Tide Elevations

http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/waterlevels.html?id=9447130

• Record the last and 2nd effective high tide time and elevations before your 
survey.

• Record the time of your survey in the field, then record the tide elevation 
when you return to the office.



Location:

The location name 
should be a common 
name for the area to be 
sampled.

The name of the inlet, 
island, beach, etc. are 
all fine locations.

Note: 2 surveys 
collected on the same 
date should not have 
the same location.

-This could lead to 
confusion when 
matching samples in 
the lab.

Sample team A:

West Fox Island

Sample team B:

East Fox Island



Beach Station # 1

Beach Station # 2

Beach Station # 3

Beach Station # and Lat/Long: 
• Each 100’ stretch of beach sampled receives its own sequential station #. 
• The coordinates should be recorded at the center of the station.



Beach: Sediment character of the upper beach

• Select the code that best describes the sediment on the upper 1/3 of the beach 
where you will collect your sample

• Use only the codes provided

Code Description Inches millimeters

0 mud <0.0025 <0.062

1 sand 0.002 - 0.08 0.062 - 2.0

2 fine gravel w/ sand 0.08 - 0.32 2.0 - 8.0

3 medium gravel w/ sand 0.32 - 0.63 8.0 - 16.0

4 coarse gravel w/ sand 0.63 - 2.52 16.0 - 64.0

5 cobble w/ sand 2.52 - 10.1 64.0 - 256

6 No description

7 boulder w/ sand >10.1 >256

8 boulder w/ gravel

9 bed rock, no habitat

Tennis ball (5) = 2.7 inches; 69mm

Dime (4) = 0.7 inches; 18mm

Diameter of Pen (3)= 0.32 inches; 8mm

Diameter of Toothpick (2) = 0.08 inches; 2mm

Thin sheet of paper (1) = 0.003 inches; 0.07mm



Uplands: Assess the nature (natural or impacted) of the uplands for 500 feet 

on either side of the center of your sample by looking up to 100 feet landward of the 
beach. Impacts include large human disturbances such as buildings, roads, bulkheads, 
clear cuts, etc. Record the impact as the approximate % of the length of the 1000 ft. 
transect that has visible impacts affecting the beach.



Length and Width

Width
800 feet

Length

• Length: The total distance in which the substrate continues to look suitable for 
potential spawning (up to 500’ either side of center point, x 2)

• Width: Width of potential spawning substrate

400’

400’

Suitable Spawning Substrate 

30 feet



Beach Station # 1 Beach Station # 3

Sample #: There can be multiple samples collected at the same beach station, 

and the beach station information can remain the same for each sample.

Sample # 1Sample # 1

Sample # 1

Sample # 3
Sample # 2

Beach Station # 2



Photo: D. Penttila

Landmark (1)

Last High Water

Potential 

Surf smelt

Potential

Sand lance

Sample 

Lines 1 & 2

Sample zone 

measurements

Landmarks and Sample Zones
Landmark: One of five references to be used to measure from to record where 
on the beach your sample is located. 

Sample Zone: The sample zone is the perpendicular distance from your 
landmark to the line of sediment sampled.



Shading: Estimate the average percent of the beach length you defined 

(up to 1000’) that is ‘shaded’ by overhanging vegetation.



Sample Type:

The sample type codes indicate how the sample was collected and processed. 

This training is for “Bulk” samples (B).



Surf Smelt/ Sand Lance/Rock Sole:

Indicate the relative abundance of eggs observed on the beach with the naked eye, or 
if eggs were observed during the winnowing process. 

0= no eggs observed; L= light but visible; M= medium; H= heavy; 
W= eggs only observed during/after winnowing



Photos: 
Photos should be taken with a GPS enabled device that can record the time and 

coordinates of the photo.

There will be at least 6 photos taken at each beach station. 

Photos will always be taken in the same order and named sequentially with the name 

of Photo 1 recorded in the “Photo #” field.

Photo 1: Completed 

sample tag

Photo 2: Beach 

sediment w/ scale

Photo 3:

Backshore

Photo 5:

Foreshore

Photo 6:

Left of center
Photo 4:

Right of center



Sample Processing:

 Sieve

 Reduce bulk sample to egg sized material

 Isolating the light-fraction  (winnowing)

 Reduce sieved sample to light material similar in density to eggs

 Lab analysis

 Identify eggs in the sample



Sieving/winnowing the sample

 Ensure waste bucket has holes!

 Stack sieves (bottom to top): 0.5 mm, 2 mm, then 4 mm

 Retain only sediment in 0.5 mm sieve, transfer to a square 
wash basin

Photos: D. Noviello



Isolating the “light-fraction”: 
winnowing method



How it works:

Lower Pressure

The movement of the water creates a pressure gradient

• Material moves from high pressure to low pressure in the middle

Vortex Method



How it works:

The movement of the water creates a pressure gradient

• Material moves from high pressure to low pressure in the middle

• The elevated cone in the middle reduces the amount of sand that leaves the bowl

• The sieve collects only the material large enough to be an egg

Lower Pressure

Sand

Egg

0.5mm Sieve

Vortex Method



Smelt Egg Extraction Techniques 
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Lab Processing & 
Egg Identification

I’m right 

here!



Laboratory processing and analysis

 Generally, samples processed with the vortex 
method can be analyzed without further winnowing.

 Process the entire sample.

Photos: D. Noviello



Egg Identification



What to look for to find eggs

 Shape: Eggs are mostly round

 Size: Eggs are generally between 0.75mm and 
1.5mm

 Color: Depending on the condition of the egg, its 
age and whether it has been preserved, eggs can 
be clear, white, orange, yellow, or a combination of 
these

 Movement: Eggs are less dense than sand, so 
they will move more when the petri dish is moved

 Texture: Eggs are generally firm and rubbery 
when squeezed with forceps



Egg 
Identification

These are the species 
we typically encounter:

-Herring

-Surf Smelt

-Sand Lance

-Rock Sole

Just because it’s round, 
doesn’t mean it’s an 
egg.

Algae Snail egg 
masses

Worm 
tubes

Unidentified 
invertebrate 
egg cases



Identification guides

http://wdfw.wa.gov/conservation/research/projects/marine_beach_spawning
/index.html



Egg Identification

Sand lance eggs: smaller than SS 

and RS eggs; ‘sticky’ on all sides; 

no pedestal

Surf smelt eggs: larger than SL 

and RS eggs; pedestal present; 

sediment only attached to 

pedestal side 

Rock sole eggs: 

smaller than SS 

eggs but larger 

than SL; no 

sediment 

attached; no 

pedestal

Herring eggs: 

Larger than SS. 

Adhesive to 

substrate and 

each other, 

usually in 

clusters



Surf Smelt
Sand Lance

Herring

Rock Sole



Surf Smelt

Sand Lance

Rock Sole



Rock Sole with 
Surf Smelt





“Dead” 
eggs



“Live” eggs

“Dead” eggs



Lab Analysis Form



1.2-1.5mm

Herring



Not Herring Eggs

Not Herring Eggs

Not Herring Eggs



Questions?



 Web-based info available
 Contains identification guides, 

and other materials.

 Vortex Method: 
https://wdfw.wa.gov/publicati
ons/02022

 Field Manual: 
https://wdfw.wa.gov/publicati
ons/01209

 Forage Fish Map
 Interactive map of documented 

surf smelt and sand lance 
beaches 
wdfw.wa.gov/conservation/research
/projects/marine_beach_spawning/

Resources

https://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/02022
https://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/01209

